Abstract Particle's acceleration in static homogeneous gravitational field is cancelled by any reference frame of the same accelerating direction and the same accelerating rate, because any test particle in the field, with fixed directions of its attached axes, sees other particles moving in straight directions with constant speeds. The frame is commonly called the freely-falling one. The present paper shows that the acceleration is also cancelled by a spatial curvilinear coordinate system. The coordinate system is simply a spatial square-root coordinate rescale in the field direction, no relative motion being involved. In an inhomogeneous, e. g., solar radial, gravitational field, no such freely-falling frame can be found, because any planet sees other planets moving at non-zero acceleration. However, the present paper shows that spatial radial coordinate-rescales which cancel gravity are still there for several cases of inhomogeneous static gravity. This suggests a new equivalence principle. Spacetime is flat which has inertial frame of Minkowski metric η ij . Gravity is a tensor g αβ on the spacetime, which is called effective metric. The effective metric emerges from the coordinate rescale. The gravitational field of an isolated point mass requires a radial translational coordinate rescale. The corresponding effective metric is different from that of Schwarzchild. To first order, its prediction on the deflection of light and the precession of the perihelia of planetary orbits is the same as the one of general relativity (GR). However, the metric has the important prediction that the common angular momentum is not conserved. Instead, the shadow angular momentum is conserved. Because the distance between a point and its shadow is GM/c 2 (≈ 1.5km for the mass of sun), the test on the prediction needs high precision solar or other observations and is left for future work. keywords: Relativity -Gravitational Theory -Galaxies : Structure 1 Introduction (i) Minkowski metric description of vanishing gravity. The present paper deals with gravitational interaction only, no other interaction being involved. Newton's first law of motion that a particle experiencing no net force (i. e., vanishing gravitational field) must move in straight direction with a constant (or zero) velocity with respect to inertial frame τ ξηζ can be proved geometrically by introducing Minkowski metric η αβ to the frame,
Introduction
(i) Minkowski metric description of vanishing gravity. The present paper deals with gravitational interaction only, no other interaction being involved. Newton's first law of motion that a particle experiencing no net force (i. e., vanishing gravitational field) must move in straight direction with a constant (or zero) velocity with respect to inertial frame τ ξηζ can be proved geometrically by introducing Minkowski metric η αβ to the frame,
where ξ 0 = cτ =τ , ξ 1 = ξ, ξ 2 = η, ξ 3 = ζ, c is light speed, and η 00 = −1, η 11 = η 22 = η 33 = 1, η αβ = 0(α = β). The metric is the basis of special relativity. I call the distance s along the curves of spacetime by real distance because I will introduce a new term, effective distances. The real distance is generally called proper distance which can be negative because the matrix η αβ is indefinite. The indefinite quadratic form (1) is the generalization of Pythagoras theorem to Minkowski spactime. It is straightforward to show that the first Newton law of motion (vanishing gravity) is equivalent to the following geodesic equation, d 2 ξ α dp 2 + Γ α βγ dξ β dp dξ γ dp = 0
where p is the geodesic-curve parameter and Γ α βγ is the affine connection. The affine connection involves the first order derivatives to η αβ and must be zero. People try to generalize the equation to describe gravitational interaction.
(ii) Part-one assumption of general relativity. It is more important to consider test particle's motion in an inertial frame in which the particle does experience gravitational force. In the frame, the particle no longer moves in straight direction with a constant (or zero) velocity. The motion is described in good approximation by the Newton's universal law of gravitation which is, however, a non-relativistic theory and needs to be generalized to give account for the solar observations which deviate from Newton laws' calculation. Einstein's general relativity (GR) is the most important try for the generalization. The basic assumption of GR can break into two parts. The part-one assumption of GR is the simple replacement of the above matrix η αβ by a tensor field g αβ whose components are, instead of the constants ±1, position functions on spacetime. Similar to the above part-(i) description, particles' motion follows the solution of the geodesic equation d 2 x α dp 2 + Γ α βγ dx β dp dx γ dp = 0
where x 0 = ct =t, x 1 = x, x 2 = y, x 3 = z and the affine connection Γ α βγ involves the first order derivatives to the tensor,
The equation (3) does not involve the inertial mass of the test particles. This is an appropriate description because inertial mass equals gravitational mass for the gravitational interaction.
(iii) Part-two assumption of GR (geometrization). The present paper questions the parttwo assumption of GR. The assumption is that spacetime is curved when gravity is present and g αβ in (4) is exactly the metric of the curved spacetime
The assumption is called the geometrization of gravity whose whole meaning is that s must be the real distance along the curves of spacetime. The geometrization is claimed to be based on the following simple fact on static homogenous gravity. Particle's acceleration in static homogeneous gravitational field is cancelled by any reference frame of the same accelerating direction and the same accelerating rate. This is straightforward because any test particle in the field, with fixed directions of attached axes, sees other particles moving on straight lines with constant speeds. The frames are commonly called the freely-falling ones, which are the exclusive property of homogeneous gravity. However, the simple fact is not the full story of homogeneous gravity. In the following part (v) I will show that the acceleration is also cancelled by a spatial curvilinear coordinate system. The coordinate system is simply a spatial squareroot coordinate rescale, no relative motion being involved. Firstly, in the part-(iv) which deals with freely-falling frames, I will show that geometrization does not apply to homogeneous gravity.
(iv) Failure of the geometrization of homogeneous gravity. Static homogeneous gravitational field, g, in the positive direction of x-axis can be canceled by a global space-time coordinate transformation,
where g(> 0) is constant. That is, in the τ ξ coordinate system, particles experience no gravity and follow the equation (2) in part-(i). The real distances in the freely-falling τ ξ frame is the formula (1),
where I introduced a new symbols instead of s. Its explanation will be given in the following. For simplicity, I drop off the coordinates η, ζ, y, z when dealing with homogeneous gravity. Substitution of the formula (6) into (7) leads to a quadratic form in the coordinates t, x,
where
Now I apply the part-one assumption of GR, i. e. the method in part-(ii), to the above quantity g αβ . It is not surprising that the solution of the corresponding geodesic equation turns out to be x = (1/2)gt 2 + x 1 where x 1 is a constant, i. e.,
This indicates that particles in tx coordinate system experience static homogeneous gravitational field g and the coordinate transformation (6) does cancel gravity. However, the geometric explanation ofs to be real distance on the spacetime fails, as demonstrated in the following. In fact, Einstein's geometrization of gravity refuses any cancellation of gravitational field by a global spacetime coordinate transformation, because of a mathematical theorem. The theorem is that if the spacetime txyz is curved then there is no global coordinate transformation
which transforms the quadratic form (5) into (1), and, if there is such coordinate transformation then the spacetime must be flat. The theorem is easily understood. For simplicity, consider the case of space not the case of spacetime. For better imagination, consider two dimensional space (surface) not three dimensional space. The simplest surfaces are the flat plane and the curved sphere surface. The quadratic form for plane ξη is ds 2 = dξ 2 + dη 2 , which is exactly the Pythagoras theorem of right triangle. The quadratic form for sphere surface has a similar but definitely positive form to (5). However, it can never be transformed into the Pythagoras formula by whatever coordinate transformation. In the case of homogeneous gravity, such coordinate transformation does exist which is the formula (6). I have another coordinate transformation in part (v) which cancels the homogeneous gravity too. Therefore, the spacetime txyz which presents homogeneous gravity must be flat. Because the solution of the geodesic equation is x = (1/2)gt 2 + x 1 which is not straight motion with a constant speed, the quantitys in (8) is not real distance along the curves of the flat spacetime txyz. Therefore, Einstein's geometrization fails to the description of homogeneous gravity. Because the quadratic forms (8) and (7) describe homogeneous gravity successfully, they initiate a new method on gravitational study. The method relinquishes the geometrization of gravity and requires that spacetime be flat with its only geometric quantity being the Minkowski metric η αβ . The quantitys is called effective distance and g αβ is called effective metric. Both have no geometric meaning.
(v) Square-root rescale which cancels homogeneous gravitational field. The only observable quantity in the static homogeneous gravitational field is the quadratic motion, x = (1/2)gt 2 + x 1 . If we can find other coordinate transformation and the application of the above procedure leads to the same "Pythagoras formula" in the curvilinear coordinate system τ ξ and the same quadratic motion in the rectangular coordinate system tx then we can say that the new coordinate transformation cancels homogeneous gravity too. We try the following coordinate transformation,
where I introduce two constants σ 0 , x 0 to fulfill the requirement that both x and σ have the same length unit. In the coordinate transformations provided in the following sections, if we do not see such constants then they are understood to have values of 1 and are not presented in the formulas for simplicity. However, coordinate transformations are always understood to have homogeneous forms which are similar to the following
Substitution of the coordinate transformation (12) into the following "Pythagoras formula"
we have the following effective metric in tx coordinate system,
The solution of the resulting geodesic equation (3) is any quadratic motion x = (1/2)ht 2 + x 1 where h is an arbitrary constant. That is, the coordinate transformation (12) cancels homogeneous gravity and particles experience no gravity in the curvilinear coordinate system τ σ. However, τ σ is just a curvilinear coordinate space. It is not a reference frame because the relation between σ and x is not linear. However, the coordinate system τ ξ (see (6)) is a global freely-falling frame by which people can make measurement.
The coordinate system τ σ is a special curvilinear coordinate system. The main feature of the coordinate transformation (12) is that the space coordinate σ is transformed to space coordinate x independent of the time coordinate transformation. From now on, we are interested only in the spatial part of coordinate transformation. We consider σ to be the curvilinear coordinate relative to the rectangular space x and the transformation σ = σ 0 x/x 0 is called an uneven rescale on the coordinate x. The coordinate space σ is called a shadow of the real space x and σ = σ 0 x/x 0 is called the shadow coordinate transformation. For any real point x, the radial line section from the origin to the point σ 0 x/x 0 is called the shadow of the real section which is from the origin to the real point x. The former point is called the shadow point of the latter. In the following sections, the same definitions hold except that the coordinate x is replaced by the radial coordinate r. However, I will not repeat the definitions. The distance between a point and its shadow can be large in the case of homogeneous gravitational field. This is understandable because there must exist infinite areas of mass distribution to maintain a mathematically homogeneous gravitational field. In section 4 we will see that the distance is small (≃ 1.5 km) for the gravitational field generated by solar mass.
As argued in part-(iv), if there is a global coordinate transformation which cancels gravity (i. e., the form (5) is transformed into (1)) then the spacetime must be flat. Its rectangular coordinate system must be txyz, and τ ξηζ must be a curvilinear coordinate system of the spacetime. Boths and g αβ have no geometric meaning because otherwise the rectangular coordinate system would be τ ξηζ (flat spacetime with Minkowski metric) and a curvilinear coordinate system would be txyz. Therefore, the gravitational theory which shares the properties of homogeneous gravity must be non-geometric. Initiation of such theory is the goal of the present paper and a new equivalence principle is proposed as follows.
(vi) New equivalence principle (NEP). Spacetime is always flat with Minkowski metric η ij . A tensor g αβ with Lorentz covariant symmetry is defined on the flat spacetime, which describes gravity and has no geometric meaning
The tensor g αβ is called effective metric. Test particles follow the solution of the corresponding effective geodesic equation (3). The effective distances is not real distance on the spacetime txyz. Static gravity is generally canceled by spatial coordinate rescale. If gravitational redshift can be ignored, i. e., t = τ , a diagonal effective metric (17) is obtained by substituting the rescale into
and accepting the invariance principle of the effective distance ds. The coordinate system τ ξνζ is generally curvilinear and the inertial frame txyz is the real rectangular coordinate system of the flat spacetime. Now we understand that the method of NEP is similar to the one of GR except that the spacetime of the former is flat and the one of the latter is curved. GR is actually based on the assumption that locally at each spacetime point there is a tangent flat Minkowski space while the principle of NEP is that there is a global spatial curvilinear coordinate system which cancels gravity. The effective metric g αβ in NEP is a tensor field on the flat spacetime and measures the gravitational "medium" which is generated by the corresponding mass distribution. The "medium" curves the motion of (test) particles in the similar way the dielectric medium curves the propagation of light waves.
(vii) Square-root, logarithmic, reciprocal, and translational rescales. We have already shown that homogeneous gravity is governed by the above NEP principle and the rescale is squareroot. He (2005a) found that the gravitational field of 2-dimensional mass distributions of spiral galaxy disks can be derived by the principle too and the spatial radial coordinate rescale is logarithmic. A simple explanation of galactic rotation curves is given by the corresponding new stellar dynamics. The gravitational field of elliptical galaxies is possibly described by radial reciprocal rescale. In section 4, I will show that the gravitational field of an isolated point mass is also governed by the principle and the rescale is radial translational. The test particles follow the geodesic motion determined by the effective metrics and we have corresponding gravitational dynamics to all the cases. The corresponding effective curvature-tensor may be zero (in the case of homogeneous gravity and the one of gravitational field of spiral galaxy disks) or may be non-zero (in the case of the gravitational field of a point mass). However, the spacetime is always flat and g αβ has no connection to it.
(viii) Weakness of GR. Any inhomogeneous gravitational field can be considered to be static and homogeneous within small zone of spacetime. On the other hand, the geometrization of gravity (GR) is claimed to be based on the cancellation of static homogeneous gravity by freely-falling frames. However, I have shown in part-(iv) that geometrization fails to the description of homogeneous gravity. This is the main weakness of GR. Further more, the metric of the geometrization has to be determined by spacetime curvature and the corresponding Einstein equation is highly nonlinear and complicated. The common spatial parameters like distances and angles can not be computed directly from any coordinate system. They are determined by the metric because spacetime is curved. GR encounters many difficulties. Theoretically, the total gravitational energy is not well defined and the gravitational field can not be quantized because it is connected to the space-time background itself. Realistically, Einstein equation permits very few metric solutions. Anisotropic and non-vacuum metric solutions which deal with 2-dimentional mass distributions like spiral galaxy disks do not exist in literature, to my knowledge. Astronomic observations reveal many problems which can not be resolved by GR and people resort to dark matter. Zhytnikov and Nester (1994)'s study indicates that the possibility for any geometrized gravity theory to explain the behavior of galaxies without dark matter is rather improbable. Therefore, looking for a non-geometrized yet relativistic gravitational theory of galaxies is of great interest. The present paper, following He (2005a) , provides a preliminary theory of the kind. In the theory, different cases of static gravity correspond to different types of spatial coordinate rescales and four types of rescales are found. Their corresponding dynamical equations are ready for tests.
GR is widely accepted because some of its calculation are testified by solar measurements. However, the curvature of space-time was never measured and it is never proved that there exists no other dynamical equation similar to (3) whose solution gives the same or similar first-order predictions for solar system as GR. The present paper shows the existence.
Section 2 discusses the general effective metric of spatial radial coordinate rescale and the solution of its effective geodesic equation. Section 3 discusses the spatial logarithmic and reciprocal coordinate rescales which cancel the gravitational fields of spiral galaxy disks and elliptical galaxies respectively. Section 4 discusses the spatial radial translational coordinate rescale which cancels the gravitational field of isolated point mass. The metric is different from the Schwarzchild one. To first order, its prediction on the deflection of light and the precession of the perihelia of the planetary orbits is the same as the one of GR. However, the metric has the important prediction that the common angular momentum is not conserved. Instead, the shadow angular momentum is conserved. Because the difference between a point and its shadow is GM/c 2 (≈ 1.5km for the mass of sun), the test on the prediction needs high precision solar or other observations and is left for other people's work. Section 5 is conclusion.
2
General Discussion of Coordinate-rescale Cancellation of Radial Gravitational Fields He (2005a) indicates that the logarithmic arms of ordinary spiral galaxies are the evidence that the gravitational field generated by the mass distribution of spiral galaxy disks can be canceled by the tξφθ coordinate system,
where rφθ (0 ≤ φ < 2π, 0 ≤ θ < π) is the spherical polar coordinate system in the real rectangular xyz space and ξ 0 , r 0 are constants. The ξφθ coordinate system is simply the uneven rescale on the spatial radial lines in the xyz space. Because ξ = p(r) = ξ 0 ln(r/r 0 ), the rescale is called a logarithmic one. The rescale and all others discussed in the following are the ones on the spatial radial lines in xyz space. Therefore, we give the general result on spatial radial rescale ξ = p(r) in the present section.
(i) Effective metric and geodesic equation. Let
be spatial radial rescale. Because the rescale cancels gravity, we have
The diagonal effective metric which describes the static radial gravitational fields must be the following
where dx α = (ct, r, φ, θ) and g 00 (≡ g tt ) = −B(r),
The coefficient B(r) describes the gravitational redshift as suggested by GR. All other coefficients are determined by the spatial radial rescale ξ = p(r). If B(r) ≡ 1 then the above quadratic form of effective metric can be transformed into the following "Pythagoras formula",
by a global spacetime coordinate transformation
where r = r 0 f (ξ/ξ 0 ) is the inverse of the radial coordinate rescale ξ = p(r). This is true for homogeneous gravitational field and approximately true for the gravitational fields generated by the mass distributions of spiral galaxy disks and elliptical galaxies. However, it is not true for the gravitational field generated by a point mass M where B(r) = 1 − 2M G/(c 2 r).
In spiral galaxy disks, stars are approximately planar motion. This is also true for any individual star of elliptical galaxies and any individual test particle in the gravitational field of a point mass because the gravitational fields are described by the above effective metric. Therefore, we take θ = constant = π/2 and our formulas involve three variables t, r, φ only,
where dx α = (ct, r, φ) and
Test particles move on curved orbits due to the effective metric g αβ . Their motion follows the geodesic equation (3). The only non-vanishing components of its affine connection are
where A ′ (r) = dA(r)/dr, etc..
(ii) Constants of the motion. The corresponding geodesic equation (3) is solved by looking for constants of the motion. In fact, the following solutions (30), (31) and (33) are standardized ones which can be found in, e. g., Weinberg (1972) . The only difference is about A(r), B(r), C(r). For example, A(r) = 1/B(r), B(r) = 1 − 2M G/(c 2 r), C(r) = r 2 is the Schwarzschild solution of Einsteins geometrodynamics. I repeat Weinberg (1972) 's argument in deriving the solutions.
The geodesic equations which involve d 2t /dp 2 and d 2 φ/dp 2 are called time component equation and polar-angle component equation respectively. They can be rewritten as the following, d dp (ln dt dp + ln B(r)) = 0, d dp (ln dφ dp + ln C(r)) = 0. (29) These yield two constants of the motion. The first one is absorbed into the definition of p. I choose to normalize p so that the solution of the time component equation is dt dp = 1/B(r).
The other constant is obtained from the polar-angle component equation, C(r) dφ dp = J.
The formula is used to study spiral galaxy rotation curves in the next section. If C(r) is r 2 as suggested by the Schwarzschild solution then J is the conservative angular momentum per unit mass and the rotation speed is rdφ/dt = JB(r)/r. The Schwarzschild solution further suggests B(r) ≈ 1 at large distance r from the galaxy center and we expect a decreasing rotation curve, V (r) = rdφ/dt = J/r. Real rotation curves are often constant over a large range of radius and rise outwards in some way. In our proposition (the formula (31)), however, C(r) = ξ 2 0 ln 2 (r/r 0 ), B(r) = 1 and we have a nondecreasing rotation curve. Note that the common angular momentum is no longer conserved (C(r) = r 2 ) in NEP theory, because of the radial coordinate-rescale cancellation of gravity. Instead, the shadow angular momentum is conserved whose direct result is that galactic rotation curves no longer decrease outward and no dark matter is required for their explanation (He, 2005a) .
Furthermore, we have a gravitational dynamic equation which is the third component of the geodesic equation (the polar-distance component equation),
With the help of the other solutions, we have the last constant of the motion, A(r)( dr dp
3 New Stellar Dynamics of Galaxies (i) New Stellar dynamics of spiral galaxy disks. For the logarithmic rescale ξ = ξ 0 ln(r/r 0 ) (see (19)), we have p(r) = ξ 0 ln(r/r 0 ),
Because astronomic observation does not show any significant gravitational redshift due to galaxy mass distributions, it is good approximation to choose B(r) = 1. Therefore, the effective metric for spiral galaxy disks is
The stellar dynamics is the solutions (30), (31), and (33) with the corresponding A(r), B(r), C(r) being substituted. It is ready for test on galaxy observations.
(ii) Galaxy patterns (the origin of the coordinate rescale). The coordinate rescale origins from the study of galaxy patterns (i. e., the light distributions ρ(x, y)). I proposed to use curvilinear coordinate systems to study galaxy light distribution patterns with the help of a symmetry principle (He, 2003) . The light pattern of spiral galaxy disks is associated with an orthogonal curvilinear coordinate system (λ, µ) on the disk plane and the symmetry principle is that the components of the gradient vector ∇f (x, y) associated with the local reference system of the curvilinear coordinate lines depend on single curvilinear coordinate variables λ and µ respectively, where f (x, y) = ln ρ(x, y). The curvilinear coordinate system turns out to be the symmetrized one of the spatial part of the coordinate system (19). The coordinate system together with the symmetry principle determines the light distributions of spiral galaxy disks uniquely. This method determines all regular galaxy patterns (He, 2005a and b) . The light distributions of arms can not be obtained in this manner. Arms are density waves in the coordinate space (19) and destroy the above symmetry principle.
(iii) Curved waves. People generally consider harmonic plane waves respective to the real Cartesian coordinate system (x, y) itself, cos(ax + by + ct), where a, b, c are constants. The ridge lines of the waves (i. e., the lines parallel to ax + by = constant at fixed time t) cross any line of propagating direction at uniformly distributed points in the real space. Some people consider the harmonic waves respective to the polar coordinate systems (r, φ), cos(ar + bφ + ct) whose ridge lines are curved on the real spiral galaxy disk plane and cross any line of propagating direction on the plane at uniformly distributed points too. In fact, the ridge lines are r ∝ φ which express the unreal linear arms in spiral galaxies. We know that "free" light waves (i. e., light propagation in vacuum) are straight while inhomogeneous dielectric medium curves the waves. Similarly, the density waves (arms) in spiral galaxies experience inhomogeneous gravitational fields and they have logarithmic curvatures: ln r ∝ φ, that is, the ridge lines of the density waves cross any line of propagating direction at unevenly distributed points in the real space. Therefore, we need to rescale the radial lines from the galaxy centers, ξ = ξ 0 ln(r/r 0 ), to obtain a new coordinate systems (u = ξ cos φ, v = ξ sin φ). The harmonic plane waves cos(aξ + bφ + ct),
respective to the new polar coordinate system (ξ, φ) present logarithmic curvatures in real spaces of spiral galaxy disks, ξ ∝ ln r ∝ φ. The ridge lines (the arms) on the real spiral disk plane cross any line of traveling direction at unevenly distributed points. Therefore, the waves which experience no gravity in the "free-fall" curvilinear coordinate system ξφ are the physical waves which experience gravity in the real rectangular Cartesian space.
(iv) A model of galactic rotation curves. The solution (31) of the polar-angle component equation suggests a model of galactic rotation curves:
with B(r) ≡ 1. I review the model presented in He (2005a) in the following. Except the constants of the motion, all other parameters from the effective metric of a specific galaxy disk are determined by the gravitational field of the background disk and are identical for all stars from the disk. The constant of motion J has different values for different stars. But its averaged valueJ by all stars is a constant of the galaxy and does not depend on the radial distance r of the galaxy. Finally we have a rotation curve model for spiral galaxy disks:
This rotation curve of pure spiral galaxy disks never decreases outwards. Instead, the model predicts a final rise of the curves at large distances from the galaxy centers. This is consistent to the astronomic observations of some galaxies. For the other galaxies, we need the rotation speed observations of large distances from the galaxy centers and compare the data with the prediction. For the model (38), we see a singularity near the galaxy centers, V (r 0 ) = +∞. The calculation of Newtonian theory for pure galactic disks suggests a peaked but smooth rotation speed (Binney and Tremaine 1987; Courteau 1997) . My theory suggests a singularly peaked rotation curves for pure disk galaxies. This indicates that my theory is a correction to Newtonian theory on spiral galaxies if we assume that there is no significant dark matter. Real spiral galaxies, however, are always accompanied by 3-dimensional bulges near their centers. We expect that the mass distributions of bulges pare off the singular peaks. Therefore, we multiply a function b(r) to the formula (38) to give account for the contribution of spiral galaxy bulges. Because the bulges have zero contribution at far distances from the galaxy centers, we require b(r) → 1 for r → ∞. One of the simplest choices is the following
where the numerator helps remove the singularity and the factor r in the denominator results in a steep rise of the rotation curve near the galaxy center (a suggestion from the shapes of real rotation curves). The parameter c 0 determines the degree in which the singular peak is pared off. A subscript b in the formula of the phenomenological model is used to indicate the bulge contribution besides the disk one,
The curve fits real rotation data (He, 2005a) .
(v) Stellar dynamics of elliptical galaxies. As shown in the following, the radial gravitational field in 3-dimensional elliptical galaxies has the reciprocal rescale ξ = ξ 0 r 0 /r. Therefore,
Because astronomic observation does not show any significant gravitational redshift due to galaxy mass distributions, it is good approximation to choose B(r) = 1. Therefore, the effective metric for elliptical galaxies is
The stellar dynamics is the solutions (30), (31), and (33) with the corresponding A(r), B(r), C(r) being substituted.
(vi) The origin of the reciprocal rescale. He (2005b) studied elliptical galaxy patterns by employing a curvilinear coordinate system (λ, µ, ν). The corresponding 3-dimensional spatial coordinate transformation is
With the help of the above-said symmetry principle and a cut-off method, 3-dimensional light patterns are achieved and their projected light distributions on the sky plane fit real elliptical galaxy images very well. Therefore, it is good assumption that the above coordinate transformation cancels the gravitational field of elliptical galaxy mass distributions. That is, the effective metric of the coordinate space (λ, µ, ν) is Pythagoras theorem:
where (r, θ, φ) is the common spherical polar coordinates in the rectangular coordinate space (x, y, z).
The formula is the spatial part of (42) with the constants ignored, which indicates a radial reciprocal rescale. The corresponding stellar dynamics is ready for test.
4
Gravitational Field Generated by an Isolated Point Mass (i) Effective metric and the new gravitational dynamics. I propose an effective metric for the radial gravitational field generated by a point mass. Because the point mass has zero contribution to gravity at far distances from its position, the effective metric returns to the "Pythagoras formula" dr 2 +r 2 (dθ 2 +sin 2 θdφ 2 ) at the far distances. That is, C(r) = p 2 (r) → r 2 , r → +∞. I choose the simple radial translational rescale ξ = p(r) = r − M G/c 2 . Then C(r) = p 2 (r) = r 2 (1 − M G c 2 r ) 2 → r 2 , r → +∞. Because A(r), B(r), C(r) have similar forms and values, I need to keep B(r) of Schwarzschild solution in my theory. That is, B(r) = 1 − 2r g /r where I denote M G/c 2 by r g . Therefore, we have p(r) = r − r g ; A(r) = p ′2 (r) = 1; 1/(r − 2r g ) C(r) = p 2 (r) = (r − r g ) 2 ;
r 2
where the formulas of A(r), C(r) in the Schwarzschild solution are listed for comparison. Therefore, the effective metric of gravitational field in NEP is
The stellar dynamics is the solutions (30), (31), and (33) with the corresponding A(r), B(r), C(r) being substituted. The success of the dynamics depends on its tests on solar and other observations and experiments.
(ii) First-order approximation of the dynamical equations. The first-order approximation of the dynamical equations (30), (31), and (32) depends only on B(r) because the only term which involves large number c is the third term in (33). Therefore, both NEP and GR have the same first-order approximation of their dynamical equations because they share the same B(r),
too. It would be very interesting to use the new theory to test the same radar echo data. That is, we use the new gravitational dynamics to calculate the orbits of Mercury and the earth to achieve the above-mentioned theoretical values t 0 . Similarly we add the same parameter γ to NEP metric (46) and obtain the corresponding formula (48). If NEP fits the above-said pattern best then we can say that it is a competing theory to GR. However, the actual values of excess time delays are as difficult to resolve as the shadow angular momentum conservation of solar mass.
Conclusion
It is shown that Einsten's geometrization fails to describe homogeneous gravity. A new equivalence principle is proposed. spacetime is always flat with Minkowski metric. A tensor g αβ with Lorentz covariant symmetry is defined on the flat spacetime, which describes gravity and has no geometric meaning. Test particles follow the solution of the corresponding effective geodesic equation. Static gravity is generally canceled by spatial coordinate rescales. The direct implication is that common angular momentum is not conserved. Instead, the shadow angular momentum is conserved, which gives a simple explanation of galactic rotation curves. The gravitational field of an isolated point mass requires a radial translational coordinate rescale. The corresponding effective metric is different from that of Schwarzchild. To first order, its prediction on the deflection of light and the precession of the perihelia of planetary orbits is the same as GR. However, the formula of excess time delay for radar echoes is different from the one of GR. This difference and the shadow angular momentum conservation will be resolved by future work.
